ABSTRACT Researchers have shown that the changes in face features due to plastic surgery can be modeled as a covariate that reduces the ability of algorithms to recognize a person's identity. Traditional dictionary learning methods learn a sparse representation using l 0 and l 1 norms that are computationally expensive. This paper presents a multiple projective dictionary learning (MPDL) framework that does not require the computation of l 0 and l 1 norms. We propose a novel solution to discriminate plastic surgery faces from regular faces by learning representations of local and global plastic surgery faces using multiple projective dictionaries and by using compact binary face descriptors. Experimental results on the plastic surgery database show that the proposed MPDL framework is able to detect plastic surgery faces with a high accuracy of 97.96%. To verify the identity of a person, the detected plastic surgery faces are divided into local regions of interest (ROIs) that are likely to be altered by a particular plastic surgery. The cosine distance between the compact binary face descriptors is computed for each ROI in the detected plastic surgery faces. In addition, we compute the human visual system feature similarity score based on phase congruency and gradient magnitude between the same ROIs. The cosine distance scores and the feature similarity scores are combined to learn a support vector machine model to verify if the faces belong to the same person. We integrate our proposed MPDL framework for face verification with two commercial systems to demonstrate an improvement in verification performance on a combined database of plastic surgery and regular face images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, there has been significant research focusing on factors that reduce the performance of face recognition such as variations in pose, illumination, age, crossresolution, dealing with non-ideal face images, and scalability issues. One such factor that has been identified is plastic surgery that involves alterations of facial features. Plastic surgery operations have increasingly become cost-effective and more people are choosing to perform these procedures for aesthetic reasons.
According to the American Society of Plastic Surgeons (ASPS) [1] , about 15.6 million cosmetic surgeries were performed in the United States alone in 2014 with an increase of 3% over the year 2013. Another survey conducted by the International Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery (ISAPS) [2] estimated that 4 million face procedures were performed in the world with Brazil, the United States and South Korea constituting 30.4% of the total. It is projected that this trend will continue to increase globally.
These statistics highlight the challenge of identifying individuals who have undergone these procedures. The transformation of features in a face after plastic surgery can be considered as a covariate that decreases the ability of algorithms to accurately recognize or verify the identity of a person.
Recently, the matching of an individual's current face with the photograph in their passport is becoming increasingly challenging, raising questions about the person's true identity especially at the airports. Most of these incidents are associated with individuals having undergone some plastic surgery procedure [4] . The doctors have started issuing certificates to their patients as proof that they can present to immigration officials when any ambiguity regarding their identity arises. The increasing number of such incidents affirms an urgent need to develop a reliable automatic face verification system which can be seamlessly integrated with any existing face verification system to confront the growing problem of plastic surgery procedures.
The effect of plastic surgery on face recognition algorithms was first demonstrated by Singh et al. [3] , [5] . In their research, they presented the inability of current face recognition systems to handle variations due to plastic surgery. They described different types of local as well as global plastic surgeries and their effect on face recognition algorithms. Local plastic surgeries are targeted towards modifying a specific local facial region in order to enhance its aesthetic appeal or to rectify any anomaly. These surgeries lead to localized alterations but the overall face may appear to be the same. Examples of local plastic surgeries are lip augmentation where lips are made fuller, Rhinoplasty where nose is altered, and Blepharoplasty where the appearance of eyelids is improved. Global plastic surgeries, on the other hand, result in large regions of the facial structure being modified by altering the facial geometry as well the skin texture. This kind of plastic surgery is more challenging for automatic face recognition systems to handle. FIGURE 1. Sample images taken from the database released in [3] . The first row of each column represents the pre-surgery (before) image and the second row shows the post-surgery (after) image. Individuals (a), (b), and (c) underwent Eyebrow lift, Blepharoplasty, and Rhytidectomy surgeries respectively.
In Fig. 1 , using images from [3] , [5] , variations in the appearance of the subjects before and after they underwent plastic surgery are seen. Apart from the differences due to plastic surgery, the variations in illumination conditions and image quality are also apparent.
II. EXISTING LITERATURE
Singh et al. [3] , [5] introduced the problem of degradation in the performance of face recognition algorithms due to plastic surgery. They identified plastic surgery as a challenging research area in face recognition and also presented the results of face recognition algorithms on the plastic surgery database. They observed that six existing face recognition techniques show significant decrease in the performance if they are applied on plastic surgery database. These findings motivated researchers to develop algorithms which can mitigate the effect of variations in faces due to various plastic surgery procedures. Bhatt et al. [6] proposed an evolutionary algorithm to compute optimal weights for face granules during the face matching process. Their algorithm focused on extracting discriminatory information from face patches obtained at different levels of granularity. Using their approach, they reported 78.19% rank-1 face recognition accuracy on a combined face dataset of non-plastic surgery and plastic surgery faces. Jillela and Ross [7] proposed a computationally less intensive approach where they fused information from the face and the ocular region. Their approach yielded a rank-1 accuracy of 87.4% where they employed SIFT and PittPatt for face recognition. Aggarwal et al. [8] utilized sparse representation of part-wise facial regions to tackle variations arising due to plastic surgery. To handle limited number of images for training, images having facial regions most similar to each subject in the gallery were utilized. Sun et al. [9] used Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) to model variations arising due to plastic surgery procedures. They developed a weighted fusion scheme where different face patches were assigned a weight based on SSIM. They reported a performance comparable with state-of-the-art algorithm. De Marsico et al. [10] , [11] proposed face recognition against occlusion and expression variations (FARO) and face analysis for commercial entities (FACE) algorithms based on fractals and localized version of a correlation measure to employ region-based approaches for plastic surgery invariant face recognition algorithm. In their results, they reported recognition rate for different surgeries and demonstrated better performance than state-of-the-art algorithms.
A. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, a two-stage plastic surgery detection and face verification framework using Multiple Projective Dictionary Learning (MPDL) is proposed. The idea is to have a separate plastic surgery detection module that tests if a pair of images are regular faces or plastic surgery faces followed by a region of interest (ROI) based face verification scheme. Specifically,
• A plastic surgery detection scheme is proposed such that it can be integrated with any face verification system. The requirements for such a scheme is that it should be memory efficient and less time consuming. Both of these goals are obtained through (a) learning binary representations of face and (b) learning overcomplete projective dictionaries that do not utilize the l 0 and l 1 norm. Due to increasing number of people opting for plastic surgeries worldwide, current face recognition across plastic surgery algorithms may not handle such massive amount of gallery-probe comparisons. This plastic surgery detection stage will reliably separate possible pair of images as candidates of plastic surgery and perform subsequent operations on this smaller subset.
• A region of interest (ROI) based approach for face verification is presented. a specific plastic surgery are considered and are compared with the corresponding regions in the reference image. The assumption is that only specific facial features are altered in a plastic surgery while the remaining face still contains sufficient discriminatory information to perform verification. This is the first study to mitigate the effect of plastic surgery in face verification task.
• A key benefit of the proposed MPDL framework is that it can be used in conjunction with any existing face verification system and also improves the performance in verifying individuals who have undergone plastic surgery. The efficacy is demonstrated using two CommercialOff-The-Shelf (COTS) systems by studying the performance in regular face matching, face matching on a combined database of plastic surgery and regular faces, and seamlessly integrating the results of MPDL framework in COTS system.
III. MULTIPLE PROJECTIVE DICTIONARY LEARNING (MPDL) FRAMEWORK FOR FACE VERIFICATION
The proposed MPDL framework is shown in Fig. 2 and consists of the steps below:
1) Preprocess the images so that they are geometrically aligned and normalized. 2) Detect if the face image pair has undergone plastic surgery.
3) Use the output from the previous stage to verify the identity of the individual. Each step is described in detail in the subsequent sub-sections:
A. PREPROCESSING OF FACE IMAGES
All the face images are converted to grayscale and landmark detection is performed using the two stage cascaded deformable shape fitting method introduced by Yu et al. [12] . The algorithm uses procustes analysis by introducing 3D face shape leading to pose-free landmark identification. The automatically provided landmarks are used for preprocessing using the CSU Face Identification Evaluation System [13] to generate normalized images. The system performs geometric normalization followed by masking so that only the face region is visible. It performs histogram equalization followed by pixel normalization such that the mean pixel value is zero and the standard deviation is one.
B. PROPOSED DICTIONARY BASED DETECTION OF PLASTIC SURGERY
Stage-1 in the proposed MPDL framework detects if plastic surgery has been performed between the given pair of images. The motivation of this stage is to reliably separate pairs of face images where no variation due to plastic surgery is detected. For such pairs, commercial face verification algorithm can be directly employed for identity verification.
In image processing and pattern recognition, dictionary learning has gained popularity in recent years. Dictionary learning based techniques have been shown to achieve superior performance in areas such as pattern classification [14] , image classification [15] , and several covariates of face recognition [16] , [17] . There are different approaches to dictionary learning such as sparsely represented dictionaries [18] , sparse representation based synthesis dictionary that uses l p norm with p ≤ 1 [19] , supervised dictionary learning methods that utilize the class labels [20] , [21] , and structured dictionaries that lead to discrimination between classes [22] , [23] . However, most of these approaches utilize the l 0 or l 1 norm which is computationally intensive.
Gu et al. [14] described analysis and synthesis dictionaries to learn representations through linear projection without using the non-linear sparse encodings. The model can be described as:
where S represents the synthesis dictionary used to reconstruct X; A represents the analysis dictionary used to code X; A k and S k represent the sub-dictionary pair corresponding to class k;X k represents the complementary data matrix of X k in the training set; β > 0 is a scalar constant that denotes the regularization parameter to control the discriminative property of A; and d i denotes the ith item of synthesis dictionary S. The role of the analysis dictionary A is to help in discrimination, where the sub-dictionary A k can project the samples from class i, (i = k) to a null space. The role of the synthesis dictionary S is to minimize the reconstruction error. The advantage of the projective dictionary pair is in its computation time, since it does not contain any l 0 or l 1 norm. Utilizing the dictionary pair learning model in Stage-1 is ideal because the first stage should be considered as a preprocessing step which should be able to efficiently and quickly determine if plastic surgery has been performed or not.
As mentioned previously, plastic surgeries can be of two types: local and global. The effect of a local plastic surgery is concentrated on a localized facial region, while the effect of global plastic surgery is more holistic. We propose to learn two separate dictionaries D L and D G for local and global plastic surgeries since the effect of these surgeries is different from each other. Therefore, D L = {A L , S L } simultaneously learns the changes between local plastic surgeries and regular faces; and D G = {A G , S G } simultaneously learns the changes between the global plastic surgeries and regular faces. The proposed structure of the MPDL is equivalent to an overcomplete dictionary model since regular faces in training both the dictionaries D L and D G are the same.
These non-disjoint shared training images makes the proposed MPDL model more robust and discriminatory in nature.
In the literature, there has been great interest in binary representation of faces because they are efficient and computationally less intensive. In this research, Compact Binary Face Descriptor (CBFD) introduced by Lu et al. [24] is utilized. The advantage of using these features is that they are learned directly from the raw pixels, where all the redundant information is removed leaving a compact binary descriptor. In the case of plastic surgery, the textural changes occurring in a local facial patch due to a surgical process would be encoded into a binary vector, which should be distinct as compared to an unaltered patch.
The algorithm first calculates the pixel difference vectors (PDVs) in local patches by computing the differences in intensities between each pixel and its neighboring pixels. Then a feature mapping is learned to project these vectors into low dimensional binary vectors such that its variance is maximized, quantization loss between the encoded vectors and original feature vector is minimized, and the feature bins are evenly distributed.
Let X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , 
where sgn(v) equals to 1 if v ≥ 0 and −1 otherwise; and w k ∈ R d is the projection vector for kth hash function. To learn the feature matrix W = [w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w K ], the following objective function is used:
where N is the number of PDVs extracted, µ k is the mean of the kth binary code, λ 1 is the parameter to balance the effect of quantization loss between the bins and the original samples, and λ 2 is the weight assigned for even distribution of the bins. After learning the feature matrix W , the PDVs are projected into the low dimension space and are quantized using k-means. The codebook learned from the training data, is then used for projecting the testing vectors to the new space. Given a face image X i , non-overlapping patches are extracted from it and a histogram representation is learned for each patch. 
The final decision of whether a plastic surgery has been performed (Y PS ) is denoted by an either-or operation on the values represented as Y PS
= Y Local ∨ Y Global .
C. FACE VERIFICATION AFTER PLASTIC SURGERY DETECTION
After Stage-1 has detected that plastic surgery has been performed the next stage of the MPDL framework distinguishes between genuine and impostor pairs. Some previous studies [7] , [8] , [10] based on localized approaches for face recognition across plastic surgery have used specific face areas such as ocular regions, nose, mouth and forehead. However, no study has focused on including all the facial regions affected by all the surgeries included in the database by Singh et al. [5] .
In Stage-2 of the proposed MPDL, the specific regions of interest that will change due to a particular type of plastic surgery are targeted. The assumption is that specific face features are modified in a plastic surgery while the remaining face features still contain discriminatory information to perform verification. Based on related literature on various plastic surgeries, 11 ROIs are used that are likely to be modified because of a specific plastic surgery as described in Table 1 and shown in Fig 3. For a given pair of face images, 11 facial ROIs are extracted and CBFD features for each ROI are obtained. The cosine distance between the corresponding pre-surgery and post-surgery regions of interest is computed to obtain the distance among the 11 corresponding regions across the testing pair. A second set of features based on feature similarity (FSIM) [25] descriptor is extracted across the same 11 ROIs to encode for structural and informational changes. The feature similarity metric [25] (FSIM) is based on the fact that human visual system focuses on low-level features. It utilizes the phase congruency (PC) and image gradient magnitude (G) for computing the final quality score. It is based on the assumption that the regions where the Fourier waves extracted at different frequencies have congruent phases, are the most feature oriented regions in an image. The FSIM between two images I 1 and I 2 can be written as:
where x refers to a location in the image, PC m represents the weighing parameter of the similarities across locations, S L (x) represents the product of the similarity between the phase congruency of the two images (S PC(x) ) and similarity between the gradient magnitude of the two images (S G(x) ), and represents the image domain. Mathematically the terms are defined as,
where
and
and G 2 (x) are the computed gradient maps for images I 1 and I 2 , PC 1 (x) and PC 2 (x) are the phase congruency maps of the images I 1 and I 2 , and T 1 and T 2 are positive constants.
The ROI-based CBFD cosine distance scores and FSIM scores are concatenated to form a feature vector and are used for training a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to obtain probability estimates for genuine and impostor classes.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL A. DATASETS USED
To evaluate the performance of the MPDL framework, two types of face datasets are used: plastic surgery face database [3] and regular face databases. Singh et al. [3] released the dataset containing pre-surgery images and post-surgery images of 900 individuals. In the database, there is one pre-surgery image and one post-surgery image for each individual. In our experiment, images belonging to 19 subjects are discarded because of the presence of the same persons with different IDs in different categories of plastic surgery. The number of plastic surgery faces that belong to each of the 10 plastic surgery categories are summarized in Table 2 . To simulate real world conditions and perform comparative analysis, equal number of regular face images are added. The combined database, containing plastic surgery and regular faces, is created by merging several publicly available and widely used face datasets. Neutral expressions, frontal pose, and properly illuminated images are selected from visible spectrum images of CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 [26] and Multi-PIE [27] face databases. For each subject, two images are selected for verification purposes to keep it consistent with the one before and one after plastic surgery face images. 
B. EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED
Using images from plastic surgery and regular face databases, an equal number of genuine and impostor pairs are created. The impostor pairs are randomly created using the postsurgery images. For the experiments, unseen training and testing is performed with five times random cross validation. In each run, 50% of the image pairs are used for training and the remaining 50% are used for testing. Also, the pairs belonging to different surgeries are equally divided among the training and testing pairs. The experiments are run on a desktop PC with 3.4 GHz Intel CPU and 16 GB memory.
• Stage-1 Plastic Surgery Detection: After performing preprocessing on training images from the combined database of plastic surgery and regular face images, CBFDs are extracted for both pre-surgery and postsurgery face images of each pair. The CBFDs of each pair are concatenated to form one feature vector. The overcomplete dictionaries D L and D G are learned and are used to predict whether the images have undergone plastic surgery or not.
• Stage-2 Face Verification on Plastic Surgery Detected Pairs: After a pair of reference and query images is detected as plastic surgery in Stage-1 of plastic surgery detection, the next task is to verify the identity of the individual in question. For this, a model is trained using genuine and impostor pairs from plastic surgery training image pairs. The 11 ROIs are extracted, as described in Table 1 and shown in Fig. 3 , from both the pre-surgery as well as post-surgery face images. For each ROI, CBFD feature is calculated. The cosine distance between the two vectors is computed. Along with this, feature similarity score between the same ROIs is calculated using FSIM [25] . Using the calculated measures as features, a SVM is trained with genuine and impostor class labels.
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. PARAMETER SETTING
The parameters are tuned empirically for computing CBFD and learning the projective dictionary.
• For CBFD, a dictionary of size 1000 atoms with 10 × 10 non-overlapping patches is used to obtain the highest plastic surgery detection accuracy. It is observed that the accuracy increases as the number of patches for the images are increased. The size (K ) of the binary vector
is adjusted as well and the best performance is observed for K = 25. While computing CBFD, whitened PCA is used for dimensionality reduction. By experimental analysis, top 600 coefficients are chosen.
• For projective dictionary learning, a dictionary of size 600 atoms is found to give the highest plastic surgery detection performance. The parameter β given in Equation 1 is a regularization parameter to control the discriminative property of the analysis dictionary A. By parameter testing, this value is set to 1 × 10 −4 to obtain the best results for plastic surgery detection.
B. PLASTIC SURGERY DETECTION
Average classification accuracy of detecting if a face image has undergone plastic surgery or not is reported in Table 3 . Also, a comparison of currently used techniques such as Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [28] , Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [29] , and Uniform Circular Local Binary Patterns (UCLBP) [30] with the Stage-1 of the proposed MPDL is shown. From Table 3 , it is observed that Stage-1 of MPDL framework yields classification accuracy of 97.96%. It outperforms existing approaches shown in Table 3 where conventional feature descriptors are used for the same task. When UCLBP [30] is used as a feature descriptor with SVM as the classifier, an accuracy of 82.15% is observed. Similarly, LBP [28] , HOG [29] , and TPLBP [31] give classification accuracy of 84.65%, 86.32%, and 87.12% respectively.
To compare the performance of Stage-1 of MPDL framework with other dictionary learning techniques, label consistent K-SVD [21] is also implemented. Plastic surgery detection accuracy of 92.25% is observed. The time taken by this technique to learn the dictionary is 1249.50 seconds as compared to 20.92 seconds for the proposed MPDL framework.
Upon analysis of the output of Stage-1 of MPDL framework, it is observed that the proposed plastic surgery detection algorithm correctly detected 97.50% of plastic surgery pairs (true positive rate). On the other hand, 98.41% of regular face pairs are also correctly identified as 'no plastic surgery' (true negative rate) by the algorithm.
When further analysis of these classifications is done based on the type of plastic surgery that is performed on the testing pair, we observe the results shown in Table 4 . 100% of testing image pairs belonging to cheek surgery and chin surgery are classified correctly by the proposed plastic surgery detection algorithm. It is to be noted that the plastic surgery database contains comparatively fewer number of images from cheek and chin surgeries, as shown in Table 2 . Face pairs from Rhytidectomy are detected with 99.67% accuracy and eyebrow lift surgery are detected correctly with 97.14% accuracy. The lip augmentation surgery has the lowest detection accuracy of 80.00%. A possible explanation of lip augmentation showing the lowest performance could be high variability in shape of lips due to smiling and other expressions during image capture. Also, in the local surgeries category, there is a wide variety of procedures such as Botox, Dermabrasion and scar removal which are included. Due to large variations in the targeted area and their effect, we observe that it is difficult to model all these changes, thereby resulting in a lower accuracy of 89.74% for these local surgeries. 
C. FACE VERIFICATION PERFORMANCE ON PLASTIC SURGERY PAIRS
To evaluate the effect of Stage-2 of the proposed MPDL framework, face verification accuracy is computed only on plastic surgery images. Fig. 4 shows the effect of Stage-2 of the algorithm computed independently from Stage-1 of MPDL. For this evaluation, it is assumed that the input pairs are correctly detected as plastic surgery pairs. We compare the Stage-2 of the proposed MPDL with other face descriptors and algorithms. The corresponding ROC is shown in Fig. 4 . The lowest Equal Error Rate (EER) of 6.74% is achieved by Stage-2 of the proposed MPDL while TPLBP [31] , HOG [29] , LBP [28] , and UCLBP [30] yield EERs of 17.75%, 20.45%, 22.25%, and 28.31% respectively. For comparison, recent face recognition across plastic surgery algorithms proposed by De Marsico et al. [11] and Sun et al. [9] are implemented in verification mode to verify plastic surgery faces only. EERs of 19.55% and 37.30% are observed using approaches by De Marsico et al. [11] and Sun et al. [9] respectively. These results demonstrate the superior ability of Stage-2 of the proposed MPDL framework to verify the identity when considering only plastic surgery query pairs.
D. PERFORMANCE OF INTEGRATING THE PROPOSED MPDL FRAMEWORK WITH COTS
The performance of the proposed MPDL framework is further studied in the context of two commercial face recognition systems: FaceVacs [32] referred to as COTS-1 and FaceSDK [33] referred to as COTS-2. Three scenarios are considered:
• Scenario-1: Performance of regular faces without any plastic surgery face images using COTS-1 and COTS-2 (Stage-2)
• Scenario-2: Performance of regular faces and plastic surgery faces using COTS-1 and COTS-2
• Scenario-3: Performance of regular faces and plastic surgery faces when the proposed MPDL framework is integrated with COTS-1 and COTS-2 systems. Table 5 shows that commercial systems COTS-1 and COTS-2 for regular faces (Scenario-1) have an EER of 3.85% and 0.72% respectively. When the database includes plastic surgery faces along with regular faces (Scenario-2), current COTS systems are not able to efficiently verify plastic surgery faces. The verification performance of the combined database decreases and this is reflected in the increased EER values of 9.65% for COTS-1 and 5.26% for COTS-2.
The major contribution of proposed MPDL is the ability to detect any plastic surgery face from the combined database of plastic surgery and regular face images in Stage-1 and form two separate groups containing plastic surgery faces and regular faces. Contextual switching (Scenario-3) is performed where images that are detected as regular faces are verified using COTS-1 and COTS-2 (or any other face verification algorithm); while the images which are detected as having undergone plastic surgery are verified using Stage-2 of the proposed MPDL framework. These two scores are combined to improve the verification performance by decreasing the EER value to 6.24% (Stage-2 of MPDL and COTS-1) and an EER value of 3.63% (Stage-2 of MPDL and COTS-2).
In comparison, the approach by De Marsico et al. [11] applied on the combined database of plastic surgery and regular face images implemented in verification mode gives an EER of 15.37% and SSIM index based approach by Sun et al. [9] gives an EER of 29.72%, highlighting the superior performance of the proposed MPDL framework for face verification.
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a novel multiple projective dictionary learning (MPDL) framework to detect plastic surgery for face verification. We train one dictionary to learn features of local plastic surgery face and regular face images simultaneously; while a second dictionary is trained to learn features of global plastic surgery face with the same set of regular face images for improved discrimination and detection of plastic surgery faces.
Traditional dictionary learning systems learn a sparse representation using l 0 and l 1 norms which is computationally intensive. We propose using projective dictionary learning since it does not involve the time consuming computation of l 0 and l 1 norms. We further learn the face representation of plastic surgery images using a compact binary face descriptor (CBFD). Experimental results using the plastic surgery database show the efficacy of our proposed MPDL framework. Detection accuracy of 97.96% is observed for plastic surgery faces as compared to commonly used features and classification algorithms.
After a pair of reference and query images is detected as plastic surgery, the Stage-2 of the proposed MPDL framework verifies the identity of the individual. For this task, the CBFDs of 11 ROIs are computed from a pair of plastic surgery face images. The cosine distance scores between the two plastic surgery faces is used as a feature. Along with this, feature similarity (FSIM) scores between the same ROIs are calculated. These calculated measures are combined into a single feature vector to train a SVM model to verify if the plastic surgery faces belong to the same person.
The proposed MPDL framework for face verification is seamlessly integrated with two commercial systems. When a combined database of plastic surgery and regular face images is used, we observe an improvement in verification performance by a decrease in equal error rate (EER) in the two COTS systems of 3.41% and 1.63%.
